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HORIZONTAL DOWEL
The development of coordinated movement is something that we 
must facilitate. Stacking materials helps to exercise hand movement, 
something of great importance in the Montessori method.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

HOW TO PLAY?
Learning to stack is of great importance in the development of babies. But they are more 
used to doing it vertically. What if we change their schemes and challenge them to do it 
horizontally? This educational material will help your little one develop logic thinking, 
promote concentration and practice manual skills. They will also exercise fine motor skills, 
eye-hand coordination, spatial vision and psychomotor skills. Sitting on the floor or in the 
highchair, present the material to your little one with the discs separately. Watch how they 
interact with them and let them figure out for themselves how to fit them onto the horizontal 
dowel.

STACKABLE COUNTER
Little ones will be able to create colorful towers with the pieces of this 
stackable counter! It is perfect for familiarizing children with colors 
and shapes and also stimulates the development of logical thinking.
WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

HOW TO PLAY?
Your little one already defends themselves well by stacking objects. With this game, you will 
go a little further, because they have to understand which piece goes in each section. Little 
by little, they will learn to classify them by color. Let them go at their own pace. It is very likely 
that at first they will mix colors, but they will realize that something does not add up when 
they see that there are missing or excess colors in a certain row. Sit with your child to 
observe how they do it and mention the colors when they take each piece. This will facilitate 
and help them to internalize the names of the colors. When this is learned, do the same with 
the numbers - keep counting each time they insert a song in a row.

WOODEN BLOCKS
These colorful wooden building blocks will keep your baby playing for 
hours! They will discover how to build the tallest and widest towers. 
Will they be able to do it without collapsing?
WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

HOW TO PLAY?
Construction games are ideal for developing fine motor skills, coordination and imagination. 
They allow them to express themselves through the creation of forms and also to let off steam 
when dismantling and throwing the entire structure down. It is a game that also helps them 
emotionally. Therefore, let them surprise you with their creations. You can also share playtime 
by creating stories through the construction of objects that your little one can recognize, such 
as building a house, a person, a car or an animal. It will also stimulate parents' imagination!

COLOURED COINS CLASSIFIER
Sorting by color is helpful in developing logic. If children carry out 
activities such as classifying, ordering or making series they expand 
their logical reasoning, which is the basis not only for mathematics in 
the future but for all areas of knowledge.
WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

HOW TO PLAY?
Start by giving your little one only one box with the corresponding coins, so they becomes 
familiar with the pieces involved and can focus all their attention on placing the coins in a 
single box. Don't tell them how to do it, let your baby do it themselves. If you see that they 
don’t put any coin in the box, then guide them to do so. From here you can add new boxes 
and coins of different colours to the game. The speed of incorporating new colours will 
depend on the rhythm of each baby. This game will also help you later to teach him how to 
count and to make series.
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SHAPE SORTER
Puzzles are an essential game in the cognitive development of 
babies. This puzzle is ideal for this stage, since your little one will work 
on fine motor skills, concentration, logic, geometry and colours.
WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

HOW TO PLAY?
With this puzzle, your child will work on shapes, sizes and colours at the same time, as they 
develop their motor skills. Let them try to fit the pieces alone. To stimulate language and 
memory, you can indicate the colour and geometric shape of each of the pieces that you 
baby takes. It is a super complete game with two different levels (there are two independent 
boards) with which you will exercise a multitude of skills for your cognitive development from 
9 months to 3 years.

What do we want to stimulate in this period?
It's time to play! But before we get started, here is a description of the meaning 
of the symbols we use to make it easier for you to understand and follow the 
play guides.

VISOMOTOR COORDINATION
Ability to adjust the movement of the 
body or some of its parts in response 
to visual stimuli.

COORDINATION
Respond to what the baby wants to 
obtain based on what he looks at and 
control these movements with the 
help of his sight.

FINE MOTRICITY 
Coordination of muscles, bones and 
nerves to produce small and precise 
movements.

MANUAL SKILL
Develops fine motor skills, which 
involve the use of the small muscles 
of the hands.

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT 
Acquire new knowledge about your 
surroundings and develop your 
intelligence.

IMAGINATION
Exercises the ability to form a mental 
image of something that is not 
perceived by the senses

LANGUAGE
Stimulation of the baby's language, 
communication and expression 
abilities

In the next Play Box
Please have in mind... 
Each baby develops in a different way and at a different pace, so never compare your 
baby with another baby. Our Play Boxes contain many toys. We advise you to introduce 
them one by one, if possible on different days (and leaving a few days between them). In 
this way, you will be able to focus on just one of them and making the most of the learning. 
If it seems that your baby doesn't like one of the toys, don't worry! Timing is essential and 
maybe that day is not the right one.. Set it aside and try again in a few days. 

For your safety… 
All our toys are duly endorsed by the 
regulations of the European community 
with the strictest safety approvals. 
However, the baby should always be 
supervised when playing.

Care of toys ...
 -Wooden: Wash the surface with a cloth 
dampened in soapy water and drained. 
Dry with another clean, dry cloth.
 - Made of fabric: Machine wash on 
delicate program with cold water


